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QUESTION 1

Examine the following command: 

Which query transformation technique is used by the optimizer in this case? 

A. View merging 

B. Filter push-down 

C. Predicate pushing 

D. Predicate move-around 

Correct Answer: C 

In predicate pushing, the optimizer "pushes" the relevant predicates from the containing query block into the view query
block. For views that are not merged, this technique improves the subplan of the unmerged view because the database
can use the pushed-in predicates to access indexes or to use as filters. 

For example, suppose you create a view that references two employee tables. The view is defined with a compound
query that uses the UNION set operator, as follows: 

CREATE VIEW all_employees_vw AS 

( SELECT employee_id, last_name, job_id, commission_pct, department_id FROM employees ) 

UNION 

( SELECT employee_id, last_name, job_id, commission_pct, department_id FROM contract_workers ); 

You then query the view as follows: 

SELECT last_name 

FROM all_employees_vw 

WHERE department_id = 50; 

Because the view is a compound query, the optimizer cannot merge the view\\'s query into the accessing query block.
Instead, the optimizer can transform the 
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accessing statement by pushing its predicate, the WHERE clause condition department_id=50, into the view\\'s
compound query. 

The equivalent transformed query is as follows: 

SELECT last_name 

FROM ( SELECT employee_id, last_name, job_id, commission_pct, department_id FROM employees 

WHERE department_id=50 

UNION 

SELECT employee_id, last_name, job_id, commission_pct, department_id FROM contract_workers 

WHERE department_id=50 ); 

Reference: Oracle Database Performance Tuning Guide, Predicate Pushing 

 

QUESTION 2

An application issues many expensive join aggregations type queries. 

Examine the Exhibit to view the queries. 
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Which two could help improve the performance of these SQL statements without changing application code? 

A. Create B*-Tree indexes on the join columns. 

B. Create a materialized view with query rewrite enabled for the first statement and nested MVIEWs for the other
statements. 

C. Collect histogram statistics on columns for which aggregating functions are performed. 

D. Create an STS for these queries and use SQL Access Advisor, which may generate advice about MVIEWs. 

E. Create an STS for these queries and use SQL Performance Analyzer, which may generate advice about MVIEWs. 

Correct Answer: BD 

B: Materialized views and indexes are essential when tuning a database to achieve optimum performance for complex,
data-intensive queries. 

D: 

*

 STS SQL tuning set. 
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*

 A SQL Tuning Set is a database object that includes one or more SQL statements and their execution statistics and
execution context. You can use the set as an 

input source for various advisors, such as SQL Tuning Advisor, SQL Access Advisor, and SQL Performance Analyzer. 

*

 SQL Access Advisor: 

Materialized views and indexes are essential when tuning a database to achieve optimum performance for complex,
data-intensive queries. The SQL Access 

Advisor helps you achieve your performance goals by recommending the proper set of materialized views, materialized
view logs, and indexes for a given 

workload. Understanding and using these structures is essential when optimizing SQL as they can result in significant
performance improvements in data retrieval. 

The advantages, however, do not come without a cost. Creation and maintenance of these objects can be time
consuming, and space requirements can be 

significant. 

The SQL Access Advisor recommends bitmap, function-based, and B-tree indexes. A bitmap index offers a reduced
response time for many types of ad hoc queries and reduced storage requirements compared to other indexing
techniques. B-tree indexes are most commonly used in a data warehouse to index unique or near-unique keys. 

Note: 

*

 Conventional wisdom holds that bitmap indexes are most appropriate for columns having low distinct values--such as
GENDER, MARITAL_STATUS, and RELATION. This assumption is not completely accurate, however. In reality, a
bitmap index is always advisable for systems in which data is not frequently updated by many concurrent systems. A
bitmap index on a column with 100-percent unique values (a column candidate for primary key) is as efficient as a B-
tree index. 

*

 By default, the Oracle creates a b_tree index. In a b-tree, you walk the branches until you get to the node that has the
data you want to use. In the classic b-tree structure, there are branches from the top that lead to leaf nodes that contain
the data. 

Incorrect: 

not E: SQL Performance Analyzer enables you to assess the performance impact of any system change resulting in
changes to SQL execution plans and 

performance characteristics. Examples of common system changes for which you can use SQL Performance Analyzer
include: 

Database upgrade Configuration changes to the operating system, hardware, or database Database initialization
parameter changes Schema changes, for example, adding new indexes or materialized views Gathering optimizer
statistics Validating SQL tuning actions, for example, creating SQL profiles or implementing partitioning 
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QUESTION 3

You plan to bulk load data using INSERT /*+PARALLEL*/ INTO . . . . SELECT FROM statements. 

Which four types of operations can execute in parallel on tables that have no bitmapped indexes or materialized views
defined on term? 

A. Direct path insert of a million rows into a partitioned, index-organized table containing one million rows. 

B. Direct path insert of a million rows into a partitioned, index-organized table containing 10 million rows. 

C. Direct path insert of a million rows into a nonpartitioned, index-organized table containing one million rows. 

D. Direct path insert of a million rows into a nonpartitioned, heap-organized table containing 10 million rows. 

E. Direct path insert of a million rows into a nonpartitioned, heap-organized table containing one million rows. 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

Direct-path INSERT is not supported for an index-organized table (IOT) if it is not partitioned, if it has a mapping table,
or if it is reference by a materialized view. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are administering a database supporting a DDS workload in which some tables are updated frequently but not
queried often. You have SQL plan baseline for these tables and you do not want the automatic maintenance task to
gather statistics for these tables regularly. 

Which task would you perform to achieve this? 

A. Set the INCREMENTAL statistic preference FALSE for these tables. 

B. Set the STALE_PERCENT static preference to a higher value for these tables. 

C. Set the GRANULARITY statistic preference to AUTO for these tables. 

D. Set the PUBLISH statistic preference to TRUE for these tables. 

Correct Answer: B 

With the DBMS_STATS package you can view and modify optimizer statistics gathered for database objects. 

STALE_PERCENT - This value determines the percentage of rows in a table that have to change before the statistics
on that table are deemed stale and should be regathered. The default value is 10%. Reference: Oracle Database
PL/SQL Packages and Types Reference 

 

QUESTION 5

You have enabled DML by issuing: ALTER session ENABLE PARALLEL DML; 

The PARELLEL_DEGREE_POLICY initialization parameter is set to AUTO. 
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Which two options true about DML statements for which parallel execution is requested? 

A. Statements for which PDML is requested will execute serially estimated time is less than the time specified by the
PARALLEL_MIN_THRESHOLD parameter. 

B. Statements for which PDML is requested will be queued if the number of busy parallel execution servers greater than
PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS parameter. 

C. Statements for which PDML is requested will always execute in parallel if estimated execution in parallel if estimated
execution time is greater than the time specified by the PARELLEL_MIN_TIME_THRESHOLD parameter. 

D. Statements for which PDML is requested will be queued if the number of busy parallel execution servers is greater
than PARELLEL_SERVERS_TARGET parameter. 

E. Statement for which PDML is requested will be queued if the number of busy parallel execution servers is greater
than PARELLEL_DEGREE_LIMIT parameter. 

Correct Answer: CD 

C: PARALLEL_MIN_TIME_THRESHOLD specifies the minimum execution time a statement should have before the
statement is considered for automatic degree of parallelism. By default, this is set to 30 seconds. Automatic degree of
parallelism is only enabled if PARALLEL_DEGREE_POLICY is set to AUTO or LIMITED. 

D: PARALLEL_SERVERS_TARGET specifies the number of parallel server processes allowed to run parallel
statements before statement queuing will be used. When the parameter PARALLEL_DEGREE_POLICY is set to AUTO,
Oracle will queue SQL statements that require parallel execution, if the necessary parallel server processes are not
available. Statement queuing will begin once the number of parallel server processes active on the system is equal to or
greater than PARALLEL_SERVER_TARGET. 

Note: 

*

 PARALLEL_DEGREE_POLICY specifies whether or not automatic degree of Parallelism, statement queuing, and in-
memory parallel execution will be enabled. 

AUTO 

Enables automatic degree of parallelism, statement queuing, and in-memory parallel execution. 

*

 PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS specifies the minimum number of parallel execution processes for the instance. This value
is the number of parallel execution processes Oracle creates when the instance is started. 

Reference: Oracle Database Reference; PARALLEL_SERVERS_TARGET 
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